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FROZEN HARVEST 
2.6 minutes 
by Mark Fleming
from Maine

For centuries, the people 
of Maine have upheld the 
tradition of ice harvesting. 
Our team had the opportunity 
to join volunteers at the 
Thompson Ice House and 
witness firsthand this once-
thriving industry’s remarkable 
but vulnerable legacy. As 
one of the few remaining ice 
harvests in the world, the ice 
house in South Bristol offers 
a poignant reminder of the 
profound impact of global 
warming.

THE LAST SKIIER STANDING

18.62 minutes 
by Chris Shane 
from Maine

The Last Skier Standing is a last man standing format event in Jackson, New 
Hampshire. Follow skiers Ben Eck & Brody Leven as they ski every hour on the 
hour for a really, really long time. Who will be the last skier standing?



ADVICE FOR GIRLS

60 minutes 
by Sara Beam Robbins
from Colorado

Advice for Girls is inspired by the 
poem of the same name written by 
Addy Jacobsend. Her hope is that 
her words will remind women and 
girls that they are worthy of success, 
allowed to take up space, and are 
extremely valuable to the ski industry.

Advice for Girls 
 by Addy Jacobsend

Be loud and confident
Show them what you’re capable of

Stop saying sorry and start saying
“Don’t underestimate me!”

Wear makeup and take selfies

Wear black on black or pink and 
teal

or both or neither
and wear your hair the way that 

you like it

Help out other girls
Push each other to improve

Be vocal about things that need 
change

and fight for representation

Stop pushing yourself too far and 
start saying “I need a break.”

Never ignore your gut feeling 
trying to impress others

but don’t put limits on yourself –

Because girl, you are capable of
so much more than you think.

TRANSITION

2.4 minutes 
by Axel Barade, Ben Buratti
from France 

After several years on the freestyle ski cup circuit, in 2022 Ben decides to take a 
new turn and a new career start, TRANSITION.



BEYOND BEGBIE

15 minutes 
by Zoya Lynch 
from British Columbia  

Climbing Mount Begbie is a “right 
of passage” for every hiker, climber, 
sledder, and skier who chooses to 
make Revelstoke Valley their home. 
While this peak has created an entire 
contemporary culture in Revelstoke, 
its name and story only represent 
colonial history, with no reference to the 
Indigenous heritage of this land. Is it the 
outdoor community’s responsibility to 
help change this?

TO THIE HILLS AND BACK

46.68 minutes
by Mike Quigley 
from Canada

At a remote backcountry cabin, a 
veteran mountain guide and his 
daughter connect and reflect upon a 
lifetime in the mountains. Avalanche 
accidents have been happening in the 
mountains since humans first started 
traveling within them and we learn 
about this evolution of winter recreation 
and avalanche safety. Stories unfold 
and we hear from several characters 
including those with life shattering 
events. Many of these stories share 
striking similarities that those who follow 
can learn from.

CREATION THEORY
22 minutes
by Ben Sturgulewski 
from Alaska

Whether it’s the grandest cosmos or 
the smallest human idea, true creation 
arrives in moments of unexpected 
convergence— extraordinary 
synchronicities between space and time, 
science and art, music and mountains 
and sea. In Creation Theory, these raw 
elements converge in the Westfjords of 
Iceland, taking us on a journey from the 
interstellar birth of gravity and rhythm, to 
their ultimate human creative expression: 
surfer on wave, snowboarder on peak, 
and musician on stage.



COME 
SKI FOR 
YOURSELF

Enjoy our 
shorter lines, 
deeper snow, 
and be� er 
value.

S A D D L E B A C K M A I N E . C O M

MAINE’S FAVORITE
™

H E A D  O N  U P TA

“LARGEST INDY IN THE EAST”

MOFF PROUDLY SUPPORTS



W O O D S  &  W A T E R S
G E A R  E X C H A N G E

BUY & SELL
USED OUTDOOR GEAR

12 Pleasant St, Brunswick
(207) 844-8353
www.WWGearExchange.com

 

 

 

 



FRIEND OF MOFF

SUMMER 2024 
FLAGSHIP FESTIVAL PASSES
SNOW DAY DREAMS SPECIAL!

All access Gold Passes are just $99 (price goes up 

tomorrow) Purchase online or grab them at the merch booth 
for a mega discount tonight.

Another option is the FRIEND OF MOFF package, 
which includes:

TWO all access Gold Passes to the summer 2024 Flagship 
Festival which provides entry to every festival event (major 
savings if you plan to attend more than a few screenings!)

MOFF swag: a ceramic MOFF mug and choice of hat (beanie 
OR flat brim).

                       is just  $299   $199 (price goes up tomorrow)

SAVE THE DATE  
FLAGSHIP FESTIVAL
JULY 24-28, 2024

Shhh... 

POSTER SNEAK PEEK!



Sometimes it’s not about what it took to get there, it’s 
what comes after. And that’s what Après [“ah•pray”] is all 
about: the journey all the way through. Not only what we 
choose to do, but the joy and satisfaction of what comes 
later. Whether you’re taking the short trail, seeking the 
most challenging terrain, or getting up before 4am to 

make first chair-- the work and the reward are all that 
more balanced in the end. 

Made in collaboration with Saddleback, Après’ GREEN 
WEAVER, is a vibrant blend of local sweet raspberry + 
subtly cooling mint made for bright winter days on the 

slopes. This bright and delicately sweet Hard Seltzer 
is an homage to the powdery ski culture of Rangeley, 
designed intentionally and with whole ingredients for 

snowy days and après nights.

148 ANDERSON ST, PORTLAND

Mon + Wed: 3-8pm, 
Sun + Thu: Noon-8pm
Fri + Sat: Noon-10pm

READY FOR YOUR NEXT
ADVENTURE?

Buying and selling a home can be quite the journey and
it is our job to make sure it is an enjoyable one. From

start to finish, we ensure our clients are prepared and
we are here to help every step of the way. 

 

Give us a call, we would love to help! 

Sarah: 207.523.9183
Courtney: 860.463.3287
sarah@portsidereg.com
courtney@portsidereg.com

59 BAXTER BOULEVARD,
PORTLAND

www.portsidereg.com
207.536.4222



@baxterbrewingbaxterbrewing.com

DISTINCTLY MAINE BEERDISTINCTLY MAINE BEER
FOR YOUR DISTINCTLY MAINE EXPERIENCESFOR YOUR DISTINCTLY MAINE EXPERIENCES


